Library to Have
Blessed Event

by C. E. Zehr

Doctors at the Young Health Center today announced that Millikan Library was pregnant. The blessed event is expected to occur sometime around the first week of February 1974. No explanation was given for the extremely long gestation period. Doctors have ordered the patient to lie down as much as possible (see accompanying photo). There was some worry that this might put some undue strain on the elevators, until it was pointed out that they usually don’t run even when vertical.

Identified chemist

Physical plant has announced that they are reorganizing the old humanities library as a playpen for the child, the National Council of Librarians has congratulated Caltech as the first college to breed a library in captivity. The proud father, an unidentified chemist, announced that “we will name him Maxwell-Doleman, in honor of my father who was killed while raising gamma rays to the fourth power.”

Board Names
New President

via Helicopter

In a surprise announcement, Board of Trustees Chairman Arnie Beaksman stated that S. President Lyndon Bird Johnson will take over the reins of the Institute from President Draw Bridge on the 21st of January, 1969. Dr. Beaksman stated, “If Columbus got the beaver to the President, then we can get L. Bird. We ain’t gonna let no Eastern school outdo us.”

On a special AAKISS, all-expense paid trip to Washington, D.C., the Rivet will step down from his position as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and take over as Chairman of Joints for B and G.

For

“Ah’ve also decided to lend some of my great experience to the student government, Assistant Psychologist,” Alvis told. As far as the AAKISS Research Project goes, the whole affair will be placed under the direction of mad good friend, Senator Joe, who will really be able to show the boys how to blow their money into a full-grown bureaucracy. That man can create more hot-air and red-tape than any other person, and I know, although Ah’ve heard that AAKISS’ recent President is working hard to surpass him.

Professor

Finally, Ah was deeply saddened when Ah heard that the present chief of the campus security, Dr. Kennett Square, the Investigating Psychologist, will take over as Director of the Institute. The Tech regrets to announce that Vice-president of Student Affairs, Dr. L. B., soon-to-be President of Caltech issued a statement today that “Waal, if they nominate me I won’t run, but maybe Hubird will.” Informed sources in Haiti could not figure out what this had to do with Millikan Library’s delicate condition, and refused to negotiate the matter.

How nice!

If the child turns out to be a boy, Dr. Kennett Square, the Investigating Psychologist, will take all precautions to prevent the child getting an edifice complex. Professor James Hillman proclaimed in a recent issue of the Intergalactic Journal for Progress on Nucleohistones in E. Coli, “Soon we will have libraries reproducing by budding. In a process similar to that found in physics students. This was demonstrated by Prof. Yojimo Z. Nucleohistones of the Rockefeller Institute in 1964. How interesting.”
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Prof’s Houselist

One of the more interesting features of the Student House on campus is what is known as a “House List.” On the list are recorded the names of the members of the House, as well as any titles or witticisms attributed to them.

We on the staff of the Rivet believe that Professors have too long been excluded from this house tradition. After all, Professors are as funny as any Caltech undergraduates, perhaps funnier. In order to correct this glaring deficiency, the Rivet proudly presents the following “House List Comments by Professors.”

T. Apostol — “Let us assume we make assumptions.”

J. Rubak — “I’m not going to define them with mathematical precision; I’m going to tell you what they mean.”

“I’m only off by 10 to the 14th.”

The physics text is open universe — but it won’t do you any good!”

“This is nice, but it has nothing to do with what I’m doing here.”

“This is nonsense!”

J. Knuckles — “One need not justify the method if he can justify the answer.”

Scudder lays an egg

Dr. Thyser Scudder will deliver a lecture in 325 Spalding at 11 A.M. May 31st on the topic “Chickens — the Solution to Caltech’s Problem?” Side of his personal experiences will be shown.

Research Project

Six high school girls will be soliciting for the Research Project in the Student House evenings during finals week. In cooperation with this effort, the Institute has suspended the women’s rule.

“The Truth Shall Make Ye Free—But First It Shall Make Ye Miserable” — Proverb
This brings me to the crisis at hand. As you readers well know, there have been no signs of the promising attitude that my colleagues have displayed. That spirit is not present. As I have written elsewhere, the totally incompetent blockheads have shown themselves too unfit even to run a mere mimeograph machine, let alone a classy-type rag like the one that I put out. Those semi-athropoid morons don’t even know that an editor must always remain calm and dispassionate.

Their total lack of worthwhile opinions is clearly brought out in this week’s editorials where Barre/maker and Bronstein have shown that they have no grasp of the present crisis whatsoever. The incoherency and negative attitudes with which they write show their inability to be effective editors as opposed to my well thought out, succinct, and totally lucid and precise style of writing solutions. I’m sick and tired of being the midpoint! I’m gonna express my views on this problem right here and now and no one aint going to be able to stop me. And my past views have shown me the only person fit to do so.

I showed my strength on the coffeehouse problem, which I’m well fit to expound upon. I have eaten there many times, and in all cases have found the food there to be in total conformance, and without reservations, in a manner and style, as were the drinks which were served totally expectedly. And the service, of course, most certainly was involved in this opinion! ASSKISS has no reasons not to have agreed with this view and has definitely shown itself, in this and many other cases as was necessary.

ARRFF has been complimented by me in the criticism levied on its actions with regards to the academic crises of late January. I must not expand further upon the brilliance of myself and brevity of my statement which I would reproduce for the reader, were it not for its length. That should satisfy anyone, including the most casual observer, as you can see if you examine the relevant issues.

This brings me to the crisis at hand. As you readers well know, the present disaster which has befallen Caltech is due in great part to the unfortunate actions on the part of a few totally inactive individuals. As may be expected, the repercussions from this unreasonable event left many students unaware of the situation. I, therefore, am the only person competent to offer the following solution:

In the event that ASSKISS is unable to solve the problem, N.B. DUE TO LACK OF SPACE, THE REST OF THIS EDITORIAL HAS BEEN CUT.

More Notices
(Continued from page 1)

SENIORS
Do you want to miss NEXT YEAR’S Reunion—or the rest of the year’s issues of the California Tech? If you don’t, drop a note to the Tech office with your address and year next year. Please enclose a check or we can bill you later.

THANK YOU!

THEATRE
REMEMBER TO GET YOUR NEW CAR AT RALPH’S SPORTS
SPORTS MOTORS IN THE CITY
OF EMPIRE. JUST GET ON ANY FREEWAY GOING IN ANY DI
DIRECTION, AND YOU’LL SEE YOU IN A COUPLE OF HOURS...

ATTENTION DUNCAN MINES
Tonight’s dinner entirely courtesy of advanced biochemistry lab.

JOINT MEETING
There will be a joint meeting of the Biology and Chemistry Options in Dunbar Gardens tonight at sun
down. Please bring your own points.

LOST—
One bag full of 1984 silver dol
lars. If found please return to P.
Duke c/o Fleming Machines. Re
ward: 2000 cases of Tahitian
Treat.

MORMONS
are better than fornicators.
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